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Speaker 1: (silence) And whereas Greg Paulo was a distinguished classroom teacher in the 
San Juan Unified School District for 38 years, working at eight elementary, 
middle, and high schools throughout his career. And whereas Greg Paulo was a 
strong supporter of school athletics, serving as an athletic director and coach, 
including wrestling, basketball, and track and field, and whereas Greg Paulo has 
contributed countless hours to the San Juan Unified School District through his 
involvement as a liaison on numerous district committees and board of 
education committees, whereas Greg Paulo has played a critical role in the 
support of two of the district bond measures related to the school 
monetization, including Measure N in 2012, totaling $350 million, and Measure 
P in 2016 totaling $750 million. Whereas Greg Paulo has provided valuable 
insight and perspectives to the facility, transportation, and finance of board 
bond oversight committee. Whereas Greg Paulo has always had the courage to 
stand for what he believed on issues related to students and employees, and 
whereas Greg Paulo is completing his final term for the San Juan Unified School 
District Board of Education, he will always be recognized for the decisions and 
contributions he made on behalf of tens of thousands of students.

Speaker 1: Now, therefore be it resolved by the San Juan Unified School District Board of 
Education that we hereby express our sincerest appreciation for his dedication 
and significant contribution to the education in the San Juan community, and 
we wish him continued success and happiness in his future endeavors.

Speaker 2: Mr. Paulo.

Greg Paulo: I have a few words. First of all, I want to thank you for those kind words. And if 
you were at the reception part of the Board meeting, you heard that I thanked 
many deserving people who supported me as a Board member. I'd briefly like to 
say that the District is in a much better place than in 2006, when I first became a 
Board member. People made that happen. Without good, caring, and well-
meaning employees, San Juan wouldn't have achieved the growth I've seen 
since 2006. We have detractors out there, but to them I would say, number one: 
we've come from a period of qualified budgets, during trying times, to positive 
budgets. San Juan's current fiscal situation is among the very best in this area. 
Along with the San Juan Teachers' Association, we developed an evaluation 
system, assist in professional growth, that untold numbers of districts want 
information about. [inaudible]

Greg Paulo: We lost that program during years of budget cuts. We're slowly bringing back 
other school sports, by starting with those that provide the most participants, 
and those just happen to be girls' and boys' track and field, and wrestling. And 
yes, there are young ladies who wrestle in our program. We're light years ahead 
in what we're accomplishing in facilities, but I'll speak to that during the agenda 
item.

Greg Paulo: Since coming to the Board in 2006, I've seen every member who ran for 
reelection succeed. To me, that says the community has a belief in the direction 
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that the Board has been taking San Juan. This past election brought forward, in 
my view, some troubling behavior. We saw yard signs that spoke negatively 
about one candidate in particular. I have never seen a negative yard sign in my 
adult life, up to this election. There was also a negative website, regarding the 
same candidate. Worse, those taking such action remained anonymous. They 
didn't have the courage to stand up for their beliefs. We've come to expect 
these actions in our partisan elections, we just saw them about a week ago. But 
school board elections are not partisan, and shouldn't experience this type of 
terrible behavior, and I hope that negativity doesn't continue in the future, I 
think we're a better community than that. Thank you.

Speaker 2: Thank you, Mr. Paulo. As I said at your reception, you have 50 years in public 
education. 38 as a teacher, and 12 as a board member have really made a 
difference. They've made a difference to our students, they've made a 
difference to our staff, they made a difference to our district, and we really 
thank you for all that you've done. We will miss you, we will miss your sense of 
humor, but we will also miss your dedication to the San Juan District.

Greg Paulo: Thank you.

Speaker 2: Mr.[inaudible 00:11:10]

Speaker 1: Earlier at the reception for Mr. Paulo, I told him I wanted to get up there and 
say something about him but everybody said so many nice things, I didn't get 
up, and so, I just want to share my favorite experience by my colleague Mr. 
Paulo.

Speaker 1: It was a very hot summer day, and we were at some ceremony, I can't 
remember which school we were, and I had shorts on. And I was literally 
debating not even going because I was in shorts and I was going to be late, and I 
said, "Oh to heck with it, I'm going to go in my shorts". Mortified, that I was so 
underdressed. And I get there, and my boy Greg Paulo's in shorts as well. We're 
going to miss you, Greg.

Speaker 2: For sure. With that, we are moving on to item D2, high school student council 
reports. Oh, it would be really good, thank you Mr. [Curran 00:12:20]. We never 
made a motion to approve the [crosstalk] agenda, but it seems like it would be a 
really good thing to approve it before you walk out the building[inaudible 
00:12:31] So, is there a motion to approve the resolution? It is moved by Miss 
Villescaz and seconded by Dr. McKibbin, all those in favor please say "aye".

Group: Aye.

Speaker 2: That was unanimous, oh it was four because you didn't vote. Thank you, we 
now move on to item D2, high school student council reports. As I told you 
personally, this really is my favorite part of every agenda. We love hearing about 
the things that are happening at the schools, directly from you. We take notes, 
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because we do try and get to events based on what you tell us, so we are so 
glad that you are here. Now you're going to hear from student representatives 
from San Juan High School and Bella Vista High School. Welcome, and let's begin 
with Tracy [inaudible] and Mateo Gonzales from San Juan.

Tracy: [inaudible] Good, good. Hello President Costa, members of the Board, 
Superintendent Curran, and Miss Cunningham. I am Tracy [inaudible] from San 
Juan High School-

Mateo Gonzales: And I am Mateo Gonzales from San Juan High School.

Tracy: We are happy to be here on behalf of the staff and students from our school. 
We have a lot of great events taking place in this time of year.

Mateo Gonzales: Our school's Associated Student Body, ASB, has so far had success in putting 
together many events this year. Homecoming had the student body very 
excited, because our theme was Disney. Each class built their float based off a 
Disney movie. For Spartan Olympics, ASB put together a week of events for 
students and staff to participate in. The events consisted of sports, such as 
volleyball, basketball, and flag football. Sorry, excuse me. We are also proud to 
announce that our college and career center is better than ever, as we now 
have Miss Meyon as our College Career Technician. She graduated from San 
Juan High School in 2013 as an avid and culinary career pathway student. She 
then attended UC Davis as an International Relations major. She put all of her 
efforts into helping students with college applications, scholarships, and 
portfolios. So far, she has organized over 21 outside college and career 
presentations and workshops for our student body.

Tracy: Excuse me. Our athletic director, Coach Brad, handpicked a group of student 
athletes, called the Spartan Athletic Council. The group's goal is report concerns 
from fellow athletes, so we can better our athletics program. The fall athletics 
have done very well this year. Our girls' cross-country team worked very hard to 
place in each of their meets. Fighting to break the third-place tie, they 
ultimately placed third in the league. As for football, our boys' varsity team had 
a four-game winning streak. They did their best this season, even beating Mesa 
Verde High School at the Citrus Heights Bowl. Now as winter sports begin, our 
guys' varsity soccer team is getting ready as our new Coach Etsen plans to lead 
them to playoffs. San Juan's athletics are very excited for the next few seasons.

Mateo Gonzales: This year, San Juan has a new addition to its Advanced Placement program. We 
introduced AP Psychology and many students were excited and signed up for 
the class. We also brought back AP Biology this year, and it is a great 
opportunity for students who want to further knowledge in the science. This 
year our avid program has five sections, as we added a second freshman avid 
class. The seniors are getting ready to graduate, but one requirement is the 
senior project. San Juan's senior project is career-based and the seniors are 
challenged to create a portfolio that will help them to apply for a job positions 
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in their future. Another addition to our school is Spartan Time. This occurs once 
per month, in which the school goes on a rally schedule, instead of a rally 
though, the students meet with teachers for half an hour, either for course 
enrichment or intervention. With all of our new additions, San Juan hopes to 
better our academics with the next generations to come.

Tracy: We are also proud to announce that San Juan has created a partnership with 
American River College, allowing students who are in the Innovation and Design 
and Automotive career pathways dual enrollment. This means that upon 
graduation, students in these programs will receive college credit for these 
courses. Finally, Create is a mentoring program in which students collaborate 
with professionals from the building industry to compose a complete project 
proposal. This year the Create team will learn how to design a modern tiny 
house. The Create mentoring program is one of the many clubs at our school 
providing scholarships, networking opportunities, and a first-hand exposure into 
the construction industry.

Mateo Gonzales: Thank you so much for having us here this evening. It is an honor to represent 
the interests of San Juan High School.

Tracy: Thank you.

Mateo Gonzales: Thank you.

Tracy: Thank you.

Josh Ansel: Hello, President Costa, members of the Board, Superintendent Curran, and Miss 
Cunningham. I'm Josh Ansel-

Zack Kirkhoff: And I am Zack Kirkhoff.

Josh Ansel: From Bella Vista High School. We are excited to be here on behalf of Bella Vista, 
to talk about our school, and have lots to share with you. Most recently, Bella 
Vista hosted our bi-annual blood drive, through [Vitalit 00:17:49], which was 
originally called Blood Source. Last year our school won an award for most 
participation in comparison to other schools our size in Northern California. Our 
student body president last year, Natalie Fulton, received a scholarship for her 
incredible work reconfiguring the layout of the blood drive, ensuring an efficient 
and effective sign-up system. This year we had over 140 students sign up to 
donate, 135 student screened, and 107 eligible to actually donate. We hope in 
the spring to break over 125 donations from students.

Zack Kirkhoff: A few weeks ago, student government put on Halloween Extravaganza, a fun 
indoor carnival for kids in the area. When Bella Vista originally started the 
carnival, many years ago, it was exclusive to Bella Vista's staff's children, but as 
many of them grew up, we opened it to the public. This year was no exception 
as hundreds of kids filtered through the gym to play an array of fun games to 
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get candy. The carnival was meant as a safe addition to the Halloween season, 
as it gives kids a chance to wear their costume more than once, and of course 
get lots of candy. Kids also played in the cakewalk for a chance to win a baked 
good, and outside of the gym we put on a haunted house, a large attraction year 
after year. Overall, the event was a hit for the community.

Josh Ansel: This year, we put on our first Halloween Spirit Week. As homecoming was early 
for Bella Vista this year, we decided to create a new event to keep campus 
involved before finals season. We promoted three dress-up days, including Pink-
aboo, for breast cancer awareness, Jack-o-lantern Day, wear spooky Halloween 
clothes, and of course, Halloween. At lunch on Halloween, we hosted our first 
ever costume contest, with the winner receiving a cauldron full of Halloween 
treats.

Zack Kirkhoff: Bella Vista sports continue along, with our girls' tennis team doing extremely 
well in their post-season matches. Winter sports like soccer and wrestling have 
begun as well. With both of these sports performing well last year, we are 
excited to see how they fare this year. Many Bella Vista athletes are signing 
their letters of intent as well, to schools including UC Santa Barbara, UC San 
Diego, University of Utah, Fresno State, Sonoma State, and the US Naval 
Academy, among many others.

Josh Ansel: Looking ahead, we are anticipating a good turnout this year with our canned 
food drive, hoping to receive over 2000 cans in total. Over the last couple years, 
our food drive has not done as well as we would have liked. So this year, we are 
hopeful to beat our number from past. We host our food drive after 
Thanksgiving and before Christmas, as this time of year is crucial for donations 
to local food shelters. With all of the fires going on around us, we are grateful 
that we have the ability to provide for people in our community and maybe 
even communities affected by these fires.

Zack Kirkhoff: As the semester winds down, student government hopes to keep campus spirit 
high, in the midst of college applications, finals looming, and a new semester 
upon us. Thank you for letting us speak with you today, and we will see you all 
in the spring. [inaudible]

Josh Ansel: There might have been, but they were dressed up as Gamora and Nebula from 
Guardians of the Galaxy. It was a pretty good costume.[inaudible 00:21:19] 
Yeah, for sure. [inaudible] Yeah. [inaudible]

Speaker 2: As I said, this is really important to us, and we really appreciate it. And you're 
welcome to stay for the duration of the meeting, but I rather imagine that you 
have other things that you'd like to do, so if that's so, you can take your leave at 
this point. Thank you so much.
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Speaker 2: We have[inaudible 00:22:00] no board-appointed district committees[inaudible 
00:22:07] four, no cards for employee organizations, or five for district 
organizations, so we are at E6, close [inaudible] actions, Miss Villescaz.

Paula Villescaz: The board voted unanimously to [inaudible]

Speaker 2: Thank you. Our microphones aren't working up here, so we're going to use the 
best teacher voices that we have and hopefully that will carry to the back of the 
room. We are now at item F [inaudible]

Leia: Hello. Hi. I'm here along with some other community members and parents of 
Del Campo over here to discuss the situation out at Del Campo. We were out 
there a few weeks ago, spoke to the principal, and we're here demanding 
answers. We're demanding answers, we're demanding accountability, we want 
to know what you guys are doing to protect the black children that are there at 
that school. The black child that was traumatized, and bullied, and tormented, 
by a black baby doll hanging in her locker. It was in her locker for two weeks 
before you guys decided to do anything about it. We're here because we want 
answers. We want you guys to give accountability to the situation. We want you 
guys to call it a hate crime, because that's what it is. We want you guys to 
acknowledge that it was white students that did this to a black student, because 
that's an important piece to this.

Leia: And we want to know what you guys are doing to protect the black students on 
your campus. What are you guys doing to allow them to feel safe coming to 
school every day? What are you guys doing to let the white children know there, 
the white students that this is not okay, and it will not be tolerated? Those 
children that did this should be expelled. And if they're allowed to continue to 
walk around campus, then that further traumatizes not only this black student, 
but the black students that are there on the campus. So we want answers. We 
want accountability, and looking at the correspondence that was sent by the 
principal, to the families, there was no integrity in that response at all. It was 
nothing like the conversation that we had with Mr. Snyder in person. So we 
want answers. This family deserves answers. That student deserves answers. 
And these children need to be safe in your schools. And you guys have the 
responsibility to do that. And it's Leia. L-E-I-A.

Barry Axius: Barry Axius.

Speaker 2: Barry?

Barry Axius: Axius. Yes, no problem. How you guys doing this evening? My name is Barry 
Axius, I am a community advocate as well as a mentor, and founder for Voice of 
the Youth. When I saw that hanging noose with that black doll in that locker 
room, in one of your high schools, I was frustrated, I was angry, but I was also 
more concerned on the student that had to see that. And also the delivery and 
the message that you guys at San Juan school unified district gave to whoever 
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that was, to whoever that student was that put that there. In the climate that 
we're in, it is very key and crucial that we come with a hammer down for any 
kind of prejudice, any kind of racism, of any type, on any school. When I look at 
inspire, educate, contribute, succeed, what is that saying to the student, that 
now has to walk on that campus, being targeted? What is it saying to other 
students? What kind of message are we giving to the students? Those students 
that feel that it's okay and those students that believe that they were attacked. I 
looked at your guys's values, and the values of diversity, that doesn't seem that 
these values are being sought out in this case right here.

Barry Axius: I believe that you guys need to look at this, open this back up, make sure that all 
students know that this will not be tolerated, as well as that student that was 
targeted, that they know that they're safe. That their parents know that they're 
safe. This cannot continue to happen. This is not the right message that we need 
to be sending to our students as well as our parents. And myself, being in the 
Sacramento community, I will make sure that I advocate for the parents and the 
students and make sure we come knocking at the door until there is some true 
accountability and transparency. So you can make sure that we will be here with 
a lot larger group to understand what will you guys do, to make sure that our 
students are very safe? And what will you do to that student, that put this noose 
with a black doll in a locker room? Thank you very much.

Sylvia Davis: Good evening. My name is Sylvia Davis and my son attends Del Campo High 
School. And earlier this year, right after school started, my son was involved in 
an incident at the school where a child that he did not know, decided to refer to 
him as, he basically said, you have a nickname, and I want to name you, instead 
of his name, Jaylen, he wanted to say that his name was Jay Lynch. He wanted 
to call him Jay Lynch. And my son was appalled. He was taken aback. He 
informed me what happened, and I went to the school, I went to the people in 
the heads at the school to speak with them about the incident, and it was 
handled, I thought, very appropriately. The child had in-house suspension, and 
everything was taken care of. But when I seen this incident happen shortly 
thereafter, and it was handled differently, and I was told from Mr. Snyder that 
the reason why, and it actually didn't hang in there for three weeks, it was close 
to a month before anyone said anything about it. And when we were talking to 
Mr. Snyder, he said that when the child went to the authorities to tell them 
what happened, the person that was handling something else, and basically 
forgot about it. And that's the reason that it hung in there for that long.

Sylvia Davis: And my worry is, if the child needs to speak to someone, about something that's 
happening at school, and it's not taken care of in a timely fashion, then that 
meant that that's the reason why it hung there, and it was nothing done about 
it. And I thought that it was embellished in the lie at first. But when I was 
actually told that it did stay in there for close to a month, that is unacceptable. 
So you mean to tell me, faculty members, staff members, janitors, let it hang 
there and no one said anything? And my son is a straight-A student at Del 
Campo, and he feels uncomfortable now. And I thought I was doing a service of 
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sending him there, and I didn't because of the demographic, I thought that it 
was a nice place for him to go, and I want to make sure he's safe. I want to make 
sure that no other kid has to deal with this at this school, and that when the 
children come to speak to the people that are in head, that it's taken care of. 
And that's all I have to say. Thank you.

Speaker 2: We are at item G, consent calendar. Do any board members wish to remove any 
items from the consent ballot?

PART 1 OF 4 ENDS [00:31:04]

Speaker 3: [inaudible 00:31:00], is there a motion to approve the consent panel here?

Mr. Hernandez: [inaudible 00:31:10].

Speaker 3: So, moved by Mr. Hernandez.

Ms. Velasquez: Second.

Speaker 3: Seconded by Ms. [Velasquez 00:31:16], all those in favor please say aye.

Mr. Carmano: Aye.

Speaker 3: We are in item five, 2018 capital improvement projects [inaudible] (silence).

Mr. Carmano: Good evening President Costa, members of the board, Superintendent Kern and 
Ms, Cunningham. It is my pleasure every year to share the progress of the 
districts bond program. I believe that we're in the beginning phases of San 
Juan's facilities transformation. I don't think any of this could be possible 
without the support of this board, Superintendent Kern, Deputy Superintendent 
Stevens, the superintendent's cabinet and most importantly the community of 
tax payers that supported San Juan's bonds. I'd like to thank all of you for your 
support and your continued support.

Mr. Carmano: I would be remiss if I did not recognize the support of retiring board member 
Mr. Greg Paulo. I would like to dedicate this facility's update to Mr. Paulo in 
your honor. I'd like to publicly thank you for your support, for your trust and for 
your friendship Mr. Paulo, thank you. Students and staff of San Juan have 
benefited from your promise and your vision to deliver quality facilities, thank 
you again for your leadership in this area.

Mr. Carmano: Board members, our bond program has grown to over 1 billion dollars with the 
passage of measure, and in 2012 and Measure P in 2016. We currently have 325 
million dollars worth of projects either in the planning phases or in the 
construction phase. We've been averaging about 35 million dollars to 60 million 
dollars per year in construction payments. And we're quickly marching towards 
about 80 million dollars per year at our current pace.
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Mr. Carmano: I put the slide up 'cause I wanted to represent the volume of work that is being 
conducted right now. I also wanted to put a name to these projects, because 
this staff is effectively managing these projects. This type of volume requires an 
enormous amount of resources to execute. And I wanted to thank the folks that 
are listed up there and a few more if I may. I'd like to thank Ms. Laura [Lit 
00:34:09], Mr. Josh Jacobson, Mr. Nick Garbs who is a new addition to our 
construction management team. Mr. [Mises 00:34:15], Mr. Kahn and Mr. 
[Buchan] are facilities planners.

Mr. Carmano: They're also supported by teams of maintenance folks, accounting staff, 
purchasing, administrative assistants, legal and vendor partners from 
construction management firms, architects, engineers and general contractors. 
I'd like to thank all of them for their support.

Mr. Carmano: And I would also like to publicly thank Mr. Brett Mitchell who has been my 
partner for the last four years, for bringing his expertise to San Juan, his 
innovation and his support to the capital facilities program. As you all know, Mr. 
Mitchell has moved on to the UC Davis System higher education and we wish 
Mr. Mitchell much success in his new role.

Mr. Carmano: In 2012, the Board of Education made a commitment to the community to 
deliver high school signature projects. The board's commitment was to address 
facilities deficiencies, enhance the academic career technical intellective 
programs. But to build on the already successful programs with quality facilities 
that are so badly needed in San Juan schools. We have kept that commitment 
board members and this project that you're looking at El Camino is an example 
of the community's vision and this board's vision.

Mr. Carmano: El Camino High School no longer has to rent off site facilities, they don't have to 
haul equipment around, supplies and they don't have to do multiperformances 
anymore, which puts a real strain on that teacher and those students. They now 
have their very own center for the performing arts, and we're very proud of this 
building. This building is 12,200 square feet, 500 seats, 100 additional seats can 
be added. There is a generous size stage, an orchestra pick, green rooms, lobby, 
sufficient rest rooms and 110 new parking spaces, and ample storage.

Mr. Carmano: Technology in this building includes full control room, audio visual equipment, 
robust sound system, lighting grid, fly tower and also a cat walk. Truly in its 
impressive space designed by Creed Camper, architect with HDA constructed by 
McCarthy Building Company and overseen by Vana Construction, our project 
manager Steve [Ryland] which he is doing a fantastic job for us. Opening day, 
ribbon cutting December 3rd and I'd like to encourage everyone here in the 
audience and board members to come out and witness this very special 
occasion.

Mr. Carmano: This photo was taken about four weeks ago, it is much further along now, it just 
gives you an example of what the interior space looks like. Mira Loma High 
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School. This is Mira Loma's planned science wing. Mira Loma will no longer have 
traveling teachers and will no longer have to teach in inadequate facilities. This 
building is 27,200 square feet. There's 10 flashrooms, they arrange from 1,700 
square feet to 1,400 square feet depending on the subject matter.

Mr. Carmano: Chemistry to Physics to Earth Science to Biology, Technology includes wifi 
robots, wifi capabilities, audio and visual instructional tools, teaching walls with 
writable surfaces. Rooms have ample storage, prep rooms, fume hoods for 
chemistry, water gas peninsulas, acid resistant tops and flexible furniture in 
each classroom.

Mr. Carmano: This building also features about 2,066 square feet of flake space, could be used 
for academic performance or academic contest, lectures, teach collaboration, 
professional development, any number of uses. Also includes 3,700 square foot 
outdoor learning area that could be used for experiments and also could be 
used for an outdoor garden if they choose to do that.

Mr. Carmano: This project will also include a solar component to it. We originally planned on 
the top of the buildings, we've actually moved that over to the parking lot. We 
had a very successful project at Bella Vista. We want to continue that model and 
that solar project would be funded by Prof 39.

Mr. Carmano: It will offset about and produce about 20% to 25% of that school's electricity, 
another impressive space designed by Lauren [Os] of [inaudible 00:38:12], it will 
be constructed by DPR, oversight is ICS Construction Management Firm, one of 
our partners with a project manager, Danny Martin who does another fantastic 
job for us. Process of planning the ground breaking ceremony, construction 
starts in February, completion date about August 20th, August of 2020.

Mr. Carmano: Just a rendering of what one of the interior classrooms could look like, Casa 
Roble Fundamental High School. Casa High School no longer have inadequate 
administrative space, support services, had a very cool student center. Provide 
new library media center, student collaboration space, intervention areas and 
give the campus a makeover and a college feel. Building walls sort of include a 
new student union with a performance area to build off their already popular 
lunch hour where they have music and student-led performances.

Mr. Carmano: We also have a ram shack, just to show you a quick picture of that. We also have 
a ram shack, it provides opportunities to sell school spirit merchandise and to be 
served a cup of coffee by students that are learning real life work skills. Ground 
breaking took place last week, November 8th and construction started. This 
building is about 17,200 square feet. Wifi audio, visual teaching tools, new 
computers, library book control system and a genius bar.

Mr. Carmano: If you look at that photo there, that's an intervention space on the far left, 
coffee shop on the right, genius bar is that far space on the left where the lights 
are hanging down there. I'm not sure where the genius bar is, I'm not a genius, 
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but I think the students know what that is. This is another very impressive space 
that was designed by Derek [Labrecque] principal architect with JKA and is being 
constructed by Flint building Company. As you can tell, I'm mentioning a lot of 
builders. We have a lot of interest in our projects and bringing some very high 
powered and very good builders to our district.

Mr. Carmano: Managed by vendor construction, project managers Jeff Palumbo, ribbon 
cutting is planned for August of 2020. And as you can see by this rendering, I 
think this space is gonna be a very hype space for students to gather in and 
learn in it as well.

Mr. Carmano: This is Del Paso Manor Elementary School built in 1951, served '67 years and by 
my calculations, educated over 35,000 students and provided a great place for 
teachers to work in. Current enrollments above 700 and we predict and project 
that the next seven years, this could be over 850 students going to Del Paso 
Manor. This has been an iconic building for that neighborhood. This community 
loves the school, it's leaving a legacy of neighborhood involvement and a real 
source of pride. I know they are sad to see it go, but I think they're really excited 
to see the new campus built.

Mr. Carmano: Ground breaking took place in October 10th and the construction has started. 
We're gonna be building this on the fields and we'll be ... once that's completed, 
we'll be demoing the old buildings and making new field space there. Building's 
about 48,600 square feet, new campus, new administrative office, multi-
purpose room with stage, new play areas, hardcore, it's four kindergarten 
classrooms with restrooms, four sections of classes.

Mr. Carmano: Spaces that are needed for speech resource, counseling and English language 
development is included in this project as one feature that was desperately 
needed in this school was the need for additional parking and the need for 
additional drop off space 'cause the streets if you've been to Del Paso Manor 
are extremely narrow. And that was one of the call-outs from the community 
when we had our community forms there.

Mr. Carmano: Technology again, wifi, visual teaching tools, teaching wall, tackable and 
writable wall services and flexible furniture designed by Max Madinah who is 
the architect for WLC, constructed by McCarthy Building Company, Vana 
Construction Management again Steve Ryland phenomenal guy. Opening day, 
ribbon cutting is planned for August of 2021. This is a picture of why we do what 
we do. All those smiling faces, I think our customer's pretty happy with the 
ground breaking ceremony, very exciting time for Del Paso Manor.

Mr. Carmano: This is Greer. Greer Elementary School was built in 1953, served over 65 years, 
educated to my approximate calculation 32,000 students, again provided a 
great working space for teachers to teach in. Currently enrolling about 500 
students, again a projected enrollment over the next seven years could be close 
to 800, 850 students.
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Mr. Carmano: Ground breaking took place on May 30th, construction is underway. This is a 
combination of modernization and a combination of new construction. Building 
is about 540,000 square feet. Again, new administrative offices, multi purpose 
room, outdoor play areas. Again four sections of kindergarten classrooms, four 
restrooms. Again, special space, speech, resource, counseling English language 
supports area also included and some of the old finger constructions are being 
modernized to new standards. We've saved three old sections of the campus 
and we're modernizing those and we're putting new school on top of that.

Mr. Carmano: Again technology, wifi, teaching tools, audio visual teaching tools, tackable 
walls, all the bells and whistles designed by principal architect Brian [Maden] 
with [inaudible] Lewis and being constructed by Auto Construction, ICS again 
construction manager with Danny Martin leading the charge. And the ribbon 
cutting planned for August of 2020. So, coming up on us or actually 2019 coming 
on us pretty quick.

Mr. Carmano: I think this is about four weeks ago, much more progress has been made. I think 
the administrative building is completely walled in, roof is on, and I think they're 
starting to mold that purpose room at this time. He had an opportunity to drive 
by, it's pretty impressive.

Mr. Carmano: This is Dyer-Kelly. Today was the official beam signing at Dyer-Kelly, if you had a 
chance to go over there and sign that very large beam, that'll be memorialized 
in that building for decades to come. It was great to see the students out there 
signing their names on that. I'm not sure they understand the gravity of their 
names being in the building after the next 100 plus years, but they were pretty 
excited to sign.

Mr. Carmano: Dyer-Kelly was built in 1949, served 69 years and my estimation, over 35000 
students have been educated there and another great space for teaching, but it 
has outlived its useful life and it's time to move on for Dyer-Kelly. Current 
enrollment sits about 518, projected to grow again over 800 students in that 
are, our enrollment projections are coming in a little on the high side and I think 
we're ready for that with these new building construction.

Mr. Carmano: I think the school's truly gonna transform that community. It is a incredible 
building if you went over and you saw the steel being erected right now. It's 
absolutely a beautiful, beautiful building. Ground breaking took place on April 
3rd, construction's underway. Again this is a new building. We'll be building this 
on the fields and we'll be demolishing the existing campus and doing new play 
fields out there. This is 57,900 square feet, academic spaces, circulation space. 
With circulation space, this building will be about 82,000 square feet. It's a very 
large building.

Mr. Carmano: Again, new offices, new multi-purpose room, speech resource counseling, 
English language support, adequate drop off and parking spaces. Wifi, visual 
teaching tools, all the same things that I've listed in the previous slides. Again, 
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designed by one of I believe Sacramento's best architect which is Lauren Os of 
[YNR] 'cause she does a lot of projects worth and she does absolutely a 
phenomenal job for us. So, I will thank her publicly. And this has been 
constructed by Clark and Sullivan, the same general contractor who did Sylvan 
Middle School for us a couple of years back. Oversight of this project is Kitcho 
construction manager doing a fantastic job. Dan Porter our project manager.

Mr. Carmano: Open and ribbon cutting, again, will be planned for August of 2019. Show you a 
picture of it still. If you haven't had an opportunity to drive by, I think there's 
another section of this is being completed, really an impressive building.

Mr. Carmano: Tracks and fields. I know these are near and dear to Mr. Polo's heart. We have 
completed Casa Roble, Mira Loma and Tina's Artificial Turf & Track. Bella Vista 
and Rio Americano are currently under construction. And I believe the 
completion date is somewhere around March or April of 2019. We're looking at 
Mesa Verde and San Juan, we're gonna start planning phases about September 
of 2019. And take a look at completing those around of August of 2020.

Mr. Carmano: Fencing Projects. All new schools, all modernizations get new fencing. Really 
trying to control that one point of access, all to the office area. It's a major focus 
for us not only in new construction, but any other schools that we deem that 
are appropriate to have fencing, which we are looking at right now. We have 
five active projects right now. We are continuing to plan additional in the future. 
We have not planned those right now. We still have these five started 
construction, and then we'll start planning those in the near future.

Mr. Carmano: Energy reduction. A couple of months back, I brought a full report to the board 
about our energy reduction strategies. We had four goals in mind for energy 
efficiency measures. Reduced kilowatt consumption, operating [crosstalk 
00:47:50], upgrade new equipment and reduce our dependency on non-
renewables energy resources, energy reduction projects or anything for 
widening retrofits, hatchback replacements, pool boilers, energy management 
systems.

Mr. Carmano: We've also incorporated a deal with SMUD, which we are purchasing about 47% 
of our power from their solar generation plant in a locked-in rate of 9 cents per 
kilowatt over the course of 20 years. Typically, we purchase our energy that is 
about 13 to 14 cents. We think it's a pretty good deal, and it gives us a 
predictable amount of energy costs in the next 20 years.

Mr. Carmano: Solar Projects. Solar first of San Juan's kind, we own this solar system. We 
purchase from other solar sources, but we own this system. It's over 600KW 
system. It provides about 90% of Bella Vista's electricity. And this project is 
gonna save us about 13,500 per year, right back into the classroom. We use 
restricted funding to offset the cost of our general fund expenditures.
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Mr. Carmano: Rio Americano has planned for a solar project that will probably offset about 
25% of that school's power, or generate about 25% of that school's power. And 
again solar is also planned at Mira Loma and its science wing offset about 20% 
or generate about 20% of their total electricity. So with that board members, I 
can answer any questions that you might have.

Speaker 3: Mr. Paulo.

Paulo: Thank you Mr. Carmano. Could you put up slide five again for a minute.

Mr. Carmano: If I can get to it.

Paulo: Thank you. This is the proposed new Science building at Mira Loma High School. 
We had services last Saturday for Mr. [Deryl Towadson 00:49:56], who was a 
long-time science teacher at Mira Loma, revered by the staff and students. And I 
can only think what he's thinking now if he could have been teaching in that 
facility.

Paulo: When I was elected to the board in 2006, approvals had already been given to 
spend over 30 million dollars for major construction, and repurposing of San 
Juan High School. Cost escalated dramatically. The project was stopped with 
about 50% of the original concept completed. one of the reasons for that 
stoppage was, there was tremendous pushback from other areas of the district 
with the funds that we're going to San Juan and basically the other areas of the 
district being ignored in their facility needs.

Paulo: To address that concern, the board discussed the viability later on of putting a 
bond on the ballot in 2012. The polling was not positive. We do that. We poll to 
see what are the chances of passing something, and it was not positive. But the 
board went forward to let community decide to see if the community would 
support where we wanted to go.

Paulo: One of the things that we did in that campaign is the board came up with the 
idea of something called Signature Projects, which you've already seen a 
number of them here tonight. And those projects were not to be designed by 
the board, were not to be the upper levels of administration. Those were 
projects that the high school communities would decide what they wanted and 
that's what would be built. It would be driven by those communities 
themselves. Measure in passed with 350 million dollar bond with a 60.2%, so we 
beat what we needed by about 5%. The voters came through for us.

Paulo: [inaudible] or Real Americano Center for the Arts, what you've seen on the 
slides, and Bella Vista Science wing also became a reality. Additionally, all 
weather physical education, athletic outdoor running facilities, which really 
means artificial turf, or football, or soccer field and artificial track came into 
being at El Camino and Del Campo. Mr. Carmano was exactly right, I worked real 
hard to try and get these built by the district. It took about my first six years on 
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the board to get those and I'm extremely pleased to know that within the next 
year, year and a half or so, each and everyone of our high schools will have one 
of these facilities.

Paulo: Before that happened, almost all of the surrounding districts, surrounding San 
Juan had these type of facilities. Made it very difficult for us not only to compete 
in athletics but think about what it does for your physical education programs. It 
gives you so much more latitude. The board feeling it delivered on its promise to 
the community and with a greatly enhanced facilities stadium, decided to ask 
the voters for another bond in 2016.

Paulo: The voters responded with a yes vote of 69.5%. One of the highest approvals in 
the state that year. As we've seen in the just concluded presentation much has 
been done with lighting, fencing, heating and air conditioning systems, paving 
and modernization. And in addition to the first two Signature Projects, The All 
Communal Center for the Arts will open in a few weeks. Casa Roble's Signature 
Project breaks ground. The Mira Loma and Del Campo projects are in planning. 
These are all Signature Projects. And as I said before, shortly, all of our high 
schools will have artificial turf track facilities.

Paulo: We opened a new high breed campus. I say high breed, because what we did is 
we took some of the existing facilities that were structurally sound and 
remodeled it, built some new facility to go along with it. That's the term high 
breed, it's more of a Sylvan Middle School. And we're currently in construction 
with a like project at Greer Elementary. While I'm mentioning Greer, could you 
bring up side 12?

Mr. Carmano: (silence) this one or the other?

Paulo: Go back one. Up one, I want 12. That's fine, yeah. I think, correct me if I'm 
wrong. But Greer is going to be able to utilize to a certain degree the [inaudible] 
facility, your artificial turf and your artificial track.

Mr. Carmano: I think if they could work that up with the high school schedule. Sure, it's 
possible.

Paulo: Yeah, which would be a real plus. As you have mentioned [inaudible] and Del 
Paso Manor will be getting completely new schools.

Paulo: What's the bottom-line here? The combination of the board's willingness to 
place Juan's measures before the voters. A fantastic facility team led by Mr. 
Carmano escalated bond repayments developed by Mr. Stevens. He's the 
financial guy, and his staff. The support of the voters and expert oversight by 
the Bond Oversight Committee have led us to very, very good place and facilities 
in this district as we move forward. I can't forget to thank all those who made 
this possible.
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Speaker 3: [inaudible 00:55:39].

Speaker 4: Thank you Mr. Carmano. A couple of questions. Can you speak to a kind of big 
sense of ... what variables do you take into account when determining whether 
to renovate a space versus starting new?

Mr. Carmano: A couple of things. One, we look at the existing campus as far as what it's we call 
it the bones of a campus. The bones are good. They're almost like if they don't 
offend any teenagers. But the bones are good, but the skin's bad. So we would 
like to ... That's a term we use, probably not a good analogy, but we look at the 
structure of the building. If it's structural sound and can be modernized, we look 
at modernizing. If it's outlived its useful life, there's a lot of rot. There's a lot of 
damage, it's just built in a different era. We make a decision. Would it be 
cheaper for us to just demolish and rebuild.

Mr. Carmano: So, usually we look at the structure, we look at its infrastructure, we look at the 
systems and decide from that point whether or not we wanna either modernize 
that campus or demolish it and build new.

Speaker 4: A second question is just there's a lot of kind of moving pieces involving, you've 
put together a very aggressive building timeline. And I'm just curious if you can 
speak to what if any some more external challenges that might be creeping in 
terms of cost? And what challenges that might present very nearly on our 
horizon? And I'm thinking of big picture things like both big picture things like 
tariffs, but small picture things like local fires and the impacts that that has on 
rebuilding as we see entire communities needing to rebuild and the impact that 
that has regionally.

Mr. Carmano: Yeah. The fire has definitely put a strain on resources, you know, lumber, 
concrete. I think cost escalation is one of our biggest deals right now. The 
market is about 1% per month, about 12% per year in cost escalation. What you 
could build five years ago is at least let's say ... I think we built Sylvan Middle 
School for about 25 million. It will cost you a little over 37 some odd million 
right now to complete. So cost escalation is very difficult.

Mr. Carmano: Skilled and trained labor. The labor market is very strained right now. There's a 
lot of bond funds out there from all the bonds that have passed. There's billion 
of dollars that are readily available for school construction, there's also a lot of 
private construction. So they fighting for resources and trying to get contractors 
and good subcontractors is a challenge. A skilled and trained workforce 
requirements imposed by the state are challenging for smaller contractors to 
comply. Larger contractors are figuring that out.

Mr. Carmano: Mostly cost and additional labor and additional resources that are gonna be 
needed for those fires are gonna take away from some of our projects. So those 
are the biggest strains we're feeling right now in the construction community.
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Speaker 3: Mr. Hernandez.

Mr. Hernandez: Mr. Carmano, can you go to slide seven please, Greer [inaudible 00:58:42]. I just 
want turn everyone to notice that this campus, elementary school is going to be 
... There you go. You notice this is gonna be a two story building, and this is our 
only two story building in the entire district I believe, is that correct?

Mr. Carmano: For elementary schools, yes, that's correct.

Mr. Hernandez: Just take a look at that. I mean it looks like a beautiful campus and what were 
providing there. I think the two story concept is awesome. Thank you.

Mr. Carmano: It fits really well in that neighborhood, a lot of two story construction there. So 
it fits very nicely.

Paulo: Wanted to ask you a little bit about the decisions related to Greer using the 
three buildings that had good bones and so forth compared to you had thought 
about doing the same kind of thing at Del Paso Manor, but decided to not do 
that. First of all, what are the financial advantages of using old bones like mine.

Mr. Carmano: That are still good?

Paulo: I'm not even sure the skin's very good either, yeah, versus the decision at Del 
Paso Manor to not do that and to build the building a little bit further out?

Mr. Carmano: lot of time and effort went into Del Paso Manor, that's why it's a little further 
out of its opening. We really struggled with determining whether or not we 
should build a new campus there. The price continued to escalate as far as what 
modernization would look like. And for about 5 million dollars more, we decided 
that a new campus, it would last a lot longer. It would be a better impact on the 
community, the teachers and the students. But a lot of effort went into just 
really looking at how that campus is laid out, what it's condition was. And most 
of that really just went into the engineering piece of it and the cost estimating 
of it.

Mr. Carmano: We were quickly marching towards a new school. So for a few million dollars 
more, we made the decision that was probably the best in our ... best decision 
for us to make to build something new that would be much more effective as far 
as its layout was concerned, its parking was concerned and also for the value of 
having a brand new school on that campus. Greer a little bit different. We took a 
look at Greer. We already had a brand. We already built a new wing at Greer to 
accommodate class size reduction and also accommodate some growth in that 
area. So we have that wing to contend with.

Mr. Carmano: We took a look at those building. Those bones were good. We figured we could 
modernize those existing to reorient the campus. It saved us a little bit of 
money. So we were not as far along as were with Del Paso Manor as far as 
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having to decide to whether or not it should be a new construction or it should 
be a hybrid like Mr. Paulo alluded to Sylvan. So we landed on a modernization 
for that school with some new construction. So a lot of a detailed investigative 
work goes on as you are doing this projects-

PART 2 OF 4 ENDS [01:02:04]

Speaker 5: A lot of detailed investigative work goes on as you're doing these projects, and 
cost estimating along the way as you determine whether or not you should 
replace or if you should modernize, is taken into consideration. Yeah.

Speaker 6: [inaudible 01:02:15].

Speaker 5: Yes that project is a value to us, I believe it's 38 million all in, 38 million.

Speaker 6: Okay. Yeah.

Speaker 5: Yeah. Includes new furniture too, I don't know if I alluded to that but, yes.

Speaker 7: I see many members of your team, could you ask them to stand so we can 
recognize them.

Speaker 5: I would love to. Yeah, this is my fantastic team Sheree Channoweth, Keith Reed, 
Nick Orps, Chris. Please stand for the folks to recognize you guys. They're doing 
a phenomenal job. And there's a bunch of our vendor partners scattered in the 
back there, some of our construction management firms, some folks that are 
managing our projects.

Speaker 7: We really appreciate what is happening. If you had asked me 20 years ago, I 
would have said this would never happen in San Juan. So to see the changes 
that have happened because of the bond, and because of your team, and our 
partners that are working with us is truly incredible for our students. But it also 
is because people who are sitting in this audience chose to vote for our bonds 
and we are so appreciative of each person who said, yes we do approve the 
bonds in San Juan, and it really was overwhelming when we got such a positive 
reception.Even doing the phone calling people said, "We see the changes and 
we're proud of what's happening."

Speaker 7: So we thank each and every one of you for what you've done to make this a 
reality. Standing at dire Kelly today I just kept saying, it doesn't even feel real It 
looks so big, and it's going to do so much for the community we are really very, 
very lucky to have the school there and the new school about to, well, in time, 
about to blossom and provide such a quality for our kids. So thank you, thank 
you to each of you, it matters thanks.

Speaker 5: Thank you.
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Speaker 7: And with that we are on I2, system of professional growth. Mr. Messer, 
Ms.Sherman.

Messer: [inaudible] Miss Cunningham tonight I'm here with the co-chair of the system of 
professional growth Michelle Sherman and a founding member of the SPG 
team, and our mentor facilitator Cheryl Bolts. And tonight The purpose of this 
report is to update the board on the growth and the progress of SPG in its third 
year of full implementation. This year, we have over 1,300 certificated staff 
members participating in the system of professional growth. Of that we have 
over 125 pure and administrative facilitators that include retired administrators. 
We've had to reach out to our retirees to help us with these case loads.

Messer: We've also reached out to some of our specialized groups because now in our 
third year, we are supporting counselors and nurses, librarians, speech and 
language pathologists and instructional supports staff in this system, which we 
included the rubrics in your packets to get a look across all of the different 
groups that we're supporting through the system of professional growth. This 
process, as we move forward, started back in 2011 as you know. It started with 
some shared beliefs that we wanted to both as the district and our partners 
with SJTA to look at our evaluation system and create something that we 
thought would be more meaningful.

Messer: In that process, we established our joint team in 2013. And one of our founding 
members is also here, Damon Smith, principal of the EPM is in the audience 
tonight. Damon thank you for being here. We worked for a number of year, 
through 2013 to really create and research this program. As you know, in 14 and 
15, we did the prototype, and we tried everything you could possibly imagine as 
part of an evaluation system. And then in 15, 16, we took all the feedback and 
we created the structure for which we are using today.

Messer: And as you know, in 2016, we kicked off with our first year. When we first 
kicked off the system of professional growth we thought that 16th, 17th school 
year that we'd have about 700 teachers in that first year, we had 1100 teachers, 
and it compounded our workload. Because remember the system of 
professional growth is based on preparation and training to grow in this process 
for both the administrators and our teachers. So, we've spent enormous 
resources in this aspect, and our belief that training and supporting people is 
going to help them grow. Over the last three years, we went from about 1,100 
the first year, 1,200 and now 1,300. This is an enormous operation. But 
understand that the first year our teachers in their first, second and third years 
go through the evaluation process. One, three, five, seven and nine. So in that 
first 10 years, our teachers are really going through this process six times with a 
goal that they're being supported and growing.

Messer: One of the things we're very proud of is really the strength of the team in which 
we built to help us in this process and what's make the system of professional 
growth a unique program, is that as a district we've committed to bringing 
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teachers out of the classroom to support other teachers in their growth as 
professionals. Tonight, I would like to introduce our pure facilitators. A group 
that started at about 11, this year we've added two and I'm going to call you by 
name and please stand up and stay standing as Kevin Duron, Kevin here 
tonight? No, Kevin didn't make it.

Messer: Jenny Daniels. Clay Eskridge. Darcy Fatal. Pam Kunkel. Jennifer James. Starlight 
Marie. Renee Nicholson. Cindy Noyes. Michelle Pearson. Molly Silva. Laura 
Troutman. And Pam Wallace. And Cheryl Bolts. So, thank you guys. Cheryl will 
be sharing with us the incredible work that they're doing to support this system, 
as well as supporting teachers as pure facilitators. Bethany Ali was one of our 
first ICT that helped build the structures that we're using today. And now 
Sydney Walker has taken over for her, and Sydney is not here tonight.

Messer: The foundation of the system of professional growth has been built in the 
professional growth team. This group led by the person who's not standing with 
me here tonight, who's at a executive board meeting, Shannon Brown, has 
continued to stay on our staff as a support as we move forward. Shannon, as 
you know, is a key mechanism to this whole system working together with so 
many different things and we miss her not being here tonight, because truly the 
partnership is what really makes us stand alone in so many different ways.

Messer: On this committee today we still have Cindy Arturo, teacher from Cassa was on 
the original team. Michelle's been on the original team, Damon Smith and 
Cheryl, we've included others as time has gone on to carry the burden. And this 
committee now is taking on different responsibilities. Now that we're in the full 
implementation process of the professional practice phase, the advisory phase, 
and the per phase, the professional growth team has now taken on the 
responsibility of reviewing and supporting those teachers that are 
recommended for advisory and then support them other in advisory. So this 
team is responsible for making sure that we're providing all the supports 
necessary for our consulting teachers that take on that responsibility for support 
and advisory, to make sure we're doing everything to help them in their growth 
and exit out.

Messer: So since we last met, Cheryl and I are going to share this with you because a lot 
has changed, and it continues to change because this is truly a program that 
we're continuing to evolve, we're continuing to revise and continuing to grow. 
With few exceptions every practitioner has had comprehensive professional 
learning in our system, either two days or one day. But virtually every employee, 
certificated staff member has gone through training for the system and 
professional growth. Some have gone through twice to support them in their 
second and third years. So, at this point in the third year of implementation 
were virtually touched everyone.

Messer: We've continued to revise our rubrics around our essential elements. We've 
stayed focused to our learning focus conversations, our work with Laura Lipton 
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around really listening and asking questions that are going to help the 
practitioner really grow and learn from the seat that they sit in. And we've 
continued to revise our contract to make sure with SJTA so that our article three 
really truly is supporting the things we wanted it to do and it's been a great 
partnership. So with that, I'm going to turn it over to Cheryl, and she's going to 
lead us through the rest of it. Cheryl.

Cheryl: Thank you. This team of which I'm just honored to be a part of has really gone 
from implementation to national recognition in terms of journal articles, and 
being asked to present at conferences. They have also presented at Cal Turn, 
they've looked at as ASCD, they present at the district equity conference within 
our district, at district leadership team trainings, and we also support the math 
mentors. You have in your packet the ED source article that just recently came 
out. And we're continuing to grow and we believe in collaboration and the 
ability to make partnerships within the broader educational community to 
continue our own professional learning.

Cheryl: As you know, our training design includes a two day and one day, we've also 
offer a refresher training which is when you enter back into the system, there's 
a two hour option and an online option. New this year though is this idea of 
going deeper into the essential elements, started by Sherry Thomas and Laura 
Trotman, and continued on to this year. We offer to our training so practitioners 
can take a deep dive into each of the essential elements. We also have started a 
program where we work with two site leadership teams in a pilot situation at 
Charles Peck and San Juan high school where we're helping the leadership team 
learn how to lead the training so they can include it at their sites, around this 
important work around essential elements.

Cheryl: For site administrators, When they first enter our district, we offer wonderful 
day and four half day trainings around the learning focus conversations about 
the system of professional growth tools and protocols. But we believe that you 
can't have one and done. We made a commitment to the board that we would 
continue to provide ongoing training and we do that at division meetings and 
we also reach out to the vice principals. New for this year is this focus on 
calibration, and we are working very closely with PLI, the specialists are working 
with us, the program specialists are a part of our team. We also go out to 
network meetings. And those trainings are delivered by the leadership [kadrey] 
which I'll speak a little bit more in depth in the two slides.

Cheryl: We believe in the importance of professional learning for peer facilitators, so we 
as a team have designed the learning for the year. We focus on, always on 
learning focus conversations. We do this in a cross training with the consulting 
teachers. We also focus heavily on observation analysis and then we determine 
other topics that we might need. For instance, we just had a training on ELD 
with Leslie Wriston. We also do book studies, we go out to sites, as I mentioned, 
and we work closely on team building. We spend a lot of time in working with 
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Nina Mancina on the importance of harnessing the power of our collective 
expertise to make the program better.

Cheryl: The leadership kadrey concept is this idea where we believe that using the 
experts within the district is how you build capacity and that's how you move 
forward. And we believe it's one of the reasons why we've been able to 
accelerate and ramp up so quickly. So within that leadership kadrey we have 
peer facilitators, consulting teachers and administrators, and together they use 
the data that we gather from our different events and from our surveys, and we 
design professional learning that we deliver out with the practitioners and with 
administrators. Also within our leadership kadrey, five of our members have 
become national trainers for MiraVia which means we will no longer be having 
to hire Laura Libdon, not that we don't love Laura Libdon because we do. But we 
believe the expertise is within us now to move forward. So we're very proud of 
that.

Cheryl: So, we're on a continual improvement process. In the spring of 2016, we ratified 
article three. In 2016 to 17, there were 11 pages of refinements, which meant 
that when we redid our training for contract language, we really hit those 
refinements hard with the new participants. And future work, that we're going 
to talk about developing advisory for specialized groups. So how do we monitor 
progress? We look carefully at process implementation, we look at focus 
groups, we do surveys, and the professional growth team does an intense 
analysis of the end of the year summary documents. We pull at random an end 
of the year summary from each school, we white out the names, and then the 
professional growth team does an in depth look at those end of the year 
summaries.

Cheryl: We also look at program evidence through the lens of our essential elements. 
And more importantly, the guiding principles by which that initial committee 
envisioned the work. They take about a half a day to really dig in to say, are we 
still fulfilling what we said we wanted to do with our guiding principles? And 
we're always using evidence to set goals for growth, with student learning being 
a key, key part of the program evidence. Our focus for this year is on calibration, 
which is not just observation accuracy, but also taking the evidence that you 
gather and aligning it to rubrics and agreement with within facilitators and 
administrators about what meeting standards looks like.

Messer: So as we continue forward, our next steps, really this working calibration is 
important because that's the authenticity as facilitators that we are seeing the 
same things, we can communicate the similar thoughts, and then we can put 
them on a rubric and have real conversations. A few weeks ago, in this room, we 
had secondary administrators do a calibration training based on the video, 
everyone had to score the observation on the rubric, and then they had to put 
them up on posters. They had to basically where they were from either 
approaching to meeting or meeting all the way across, and then have 
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conversations. That is a very open, thoughtful process that may be veterans go, 
Oh, wow.

Messer: But what we saw is that we were all over the place a little bit. And that's the 
purpose and the need for calibration. Because to really be an exceptional 
program, we have to be able to see things that are similar, be common, put 
them in the right places, and that's why we're training to get better around 
calibration, it's continue to be at our forefront. And we're going to continue to 
revisit and refine our components, and the things that we're doing as a process. 
Some of the adjustments we've already made from the first start of the system 
of professional growth, we've decided in the third year, just supported in the 
new contract, that the third year teachers will no longer have formal 
observations.

Messer: They've gone through two full years of being supported in the induction 
program, two years of the system of professional growth in that third year we 
thought, you know what, let's take the foot off the gas for those folks, they're 
going to have two reflective conversations, again, being supported. We moved 
to that 15 year mark, a teacher that's gone through SPG, pretty much 10 times 
in 15 years, can go every five years after that. Again, opening up that window. 
One, the natural resource of humans being able to come in and cover this, our 
facilitators is difficult.

Messer: So, again, seeing some problems, seen ways that we can fix it, being better at 
what we do. We're not concerned about that five year window because for our 
staff that's working through that they're going to be so prepared, but we want 
to be thoughtful, and there's a there's a cost to our work too and we have to 
pay attention to that. Obviously we fund the the salaries of our peer facilitators 
but a large part of this program has been in the training component, and thank 
you for the opportunity to have the resources to really emphasize the training. 
But we believe going into next year, the only teachers that are going to meet 
need two full days of training will be brand new teachers to our system at this 
point. So that's really going to help move down a little bit in the cost of running 
this program. The training always will be a key component to that. So with that, 
President Castro we're open for questions.

Speaker 7: The board has an opportunity to ask questions. Bob Backer.

Bob Backer: Good evening, I'm Bob Backer. This is a very important topic for student success. 
With respect to attachment A page six, the previous of the one up here. How do 
we monitor progress? I suggest a student progress meeting state standards 
should also be included. For example, the California standards for the teaching 
profession, standard three, understanding subject matter for student learning 
would ask, how do teachers exhibit in depth working knowledge of math? 
Student test scores don't seem to indicate highly skilled teaching of math. IM 1 
support students report, that they did not learn the arithmetic of fractions. 
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There needs to be an objective measure of teachers math knowledge, thank 
you.

Speaker 7: Questions from the board or comments from the board. Dr. McKivon.

Dr. McKivon: First full disclosure, 45 years ago almost today, I helped create one of the 
dreams was a, won't call it a system of professional growth, because it probably 
would have died of its own weight. But it did get me a dissertation. So I think 
that's probably ... A couple of questions. One is, can you tell me a little bit more 
about the calibrations and the work that you're doing with the new groups, the 
speech therapists, the nurses, and that sort of thing, and where are you in that 
process?

Messer: We are now in the initial year of implementing the rubrics for each more 
specialized groups. And one of the pieces that we have to build into it as a next 
step is the advisory phase to that. And currently we built the rubrics based on 
each groups norms and standards for their field. And so with that in place now, 
when we have a practitioner in one of those groups who's recommended for 
advisory, we need to work towards finding the advisor that's going to be able to 
help them based on those standards for which there ... and we're still in the 
process of developing that and growing that concept as a team. Did that answer 
your question?

Dr. McKivon: How long is it going to be before those folks go through the same processes that 
teachers are now going through?

Messer: So they're already going through the system or professional growth, yeah. We 
started the implementation last year with the rubrics. So all of our non teaching 
certificated staff groups are in the system of professional growth based on their 
years of service. So we now are in the process. So we have facilitators, for 
example, pure facilitators that are supporting the different groups as well as, we 
have a counselor on board that supporting counselors, speech language 
pathologist supporting as well. And we're trying to do the same with the 
different groups. But it's a little difficult for nurses per se at this point, we just 
don't have that expertise outside of the field to develop that yet, but we're 
working on it.

Dr. McKivon: Okay, second one has to do with, you talked a bit about calibration and your 
adjustments, and that sort of thing I remember that being a nightmare and so 
forth. But can you tell me about the adjustments that you've made and the 
lessons that have been particularly noted as you did those collaborations?

Messer: Alright.

Cheryl: We looked heavily at the gates Foundation's work on better feedback for better 
teaching. And we developed a protocol that helps us look systematically on 
whether or not we have agreement on the essential elements. So essentially Dr. 
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McKivon we watch a video, and then we ... first we start with a rubric anatomy. 
We look at the rubric, and we look at the definitions, and we reach agreement 
around those pieces, then we watch a video and gather evidence, then we take 
that evidence and look at the language of the rubric, and based on that we ask 
the facilitators to make an initial rating, and then we have conversations and 
adjust accordingly. So we do it in a systematic way that we hope will continue to 
provide for us a way to make sure that we're accurate in our alignment.

Dr. McKivon: And my last little one from slide number eight. In the lower left hand corner, 
you talk about caseload sharing lunches, and Monday morning check in. So 
sound fascinating to me, can you tell me a little ...

Cheryl: You really should come along. So, one of the part as we began the process, 
Monday morning check in is an opportunity for the pair facilitators to meet with 
me, and I call it just in time learning. So, I see where we are in the cycle, we 
might talk, we might practice gathering a data using video, we might practice a 
reflective conversation, it's just a way to get ready for the week. And caseload 
sharing is an opportunity and we do it at lunch, because then it gives us a 
smaller frame, but just to talk about what's happening in the field for us and to 
give each other support and feedback. And you are welcome to join us.

Dr. McKivon: Thank you. This is an example of ... it really is a system that many of us who 
tried to figure this out a while ago, never even thought could happen. 
Congratulations. This is really amazing stuff.

Speaker 8: [inaudible] Presentation and through out it while it's certainly implied, because 
this is the reason we embarked on this work. There wasn't a discussion in the 
slides of the anticipated why we do this in terms of student achievement. 
Although Miss Dolds, you did discuss it there towards the end of your 
presentation. And so I'm just curious of primarily, especially Miss Dolds and Miss 
Sherman, can you speak to the anticipated deliverables in terms of student 
achievement. But I'm also curious what mechanisms within this system design 
are there that can be responsive or what practice can be modified if we're not, 
and this is certainly long term, right? We're not going to get results immediately. 
But say, we get a couple of years of results and we're not headed quiet in the 
direction that we want, what systems in here can be modified to address that?

Cheryl: [crosstalk] student learning. One of the ways that we can look at practitioner 
growth is we actually have a pre and post rating in terms of where people place 
themselves on the rubrics. And then based on always looking at student 
evidence, practitioners must include evidence of student learning in their 
portfolios, that's one. Another key piece is in our planning templates. Before we 
do a lesson, the practitioner is asked to share their indicators of success, so that 
when you debrief the lesson, you're able to look at student learning, what their 
target was, what were there indicators of success and whether or not students 
were able to meet that target.
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Cheryl: I think that one of the challenges we face as you can well imagine is, we have 
many outstanding programs in the district. So when we look at when students 
are making growth, and they're in SPG but they're also doing GLAD training, and 
they're also doing mathematics, how do we pull out the variable? But we do 
look at student achievement, and we can look at evidence on the rubrics, and 
we anticipate that we'll start to see a causal correlation there as we move 
forward.

Speaker 8: Seeing those achievement numbers and wondering, what can we attribute it to? 
But as long as those numbers are there, I'm okay with it. But I do think and just 
one more comment is, this was probably a bit of a risky endeavor. I mean, 
there's a lot of reasons to not do this. One of the comments in the article notes, 
so in the last seven years 63% of teachers in San Juan who referred to per, 
successfully completed the program, 25% chose to resign or retire and 12% 
were dismissed. And I think in the world of teacher shortages and just in general 
a challenging time to be in education, we could have not done this. And I think it 
was risky, I think it has been paying off and I look forward to it continuing to do 
so. So thank you all for your work.

Speaker 9: [inaudible] yet is from other superintendents throughout the state is, how did 
you ever get this to happen? They really are just ... how did you get the 
Teachers Association to agree with this. And we talk about because when you 
look at those numbers that you just mentioned Paul, that's not something that 
you see elsewhere. And we talked about that we did it absolutely in partnership 
together. And we've addressed some challenges along the way, even related to 
individuals, we've learned a lot. But it is an opportunity for us to, I think even 
when you talk about growth, us to continue to grow as a district in addressing 
those needs. But I am so proud of this work and I think that's why Cheryl it is 
being called out from up and down the state but now on the national level as 
well.

Speaker 7: Recall, I came back and in a board staff report shared having gone to an SPG 
training and how excited I was comparing the training that I had gone to when 
the program first started and I did two days of practitioner training and a day of 
facilitator training. And then I went to this training this year and how much the 
team has made this evolve to an even higher level, their work together and the 
elegance of the conversation at the end of the tr-

PART 3 OF 4 ENDS [01:33:04]

Speaker 10: And the elegance of the conversation at the end of the training, where they 
debrief on the spot and talked about what else to do next year, based on what 
happened at that day's training and created meeting notes for all of the team to 
share. That's the sort of thing that has never happened before, as we've gone 
through some evaluation programs, we've started out strong and I think each 
one of them, in their own way, could have been okay. Never at the level of this 
particular program, but then, what happened was, we said, "It's done, we've 
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trained everybody, now we can walk away and we're good." And people forgot, 
people were new to the system and all of a sudden, it wasn't as elegant as when 
it started and I can't even imagine this program, which is so complex and so 
focused on continuous growth, as a board, we need to continue to find ways to 
fund the training, because it makes an enormous difference to our practitioners 
and to our facilitators.

Speaker 10: I think the work you're doing with the facilitators, both the peer facilitators and 
the administrators, to get to calibration, that work is critical, because until we're 
all in the same place and everybody can say this lesson meets, exceeds, 
whatever you want to say, that's going to be the final piece for San Juan, but I 
have to tell you, as I go up and down the state training school board members, 
the number one question, and I always take extra handouts about SPG, the 
number one question that I get is, "Tell us about your system for professional 
growth." That's first.

Speaker 10: The second question is, "How can I make this happen in my district?" And I say, 
"You can't make it happen. This came from a collaborative effort." It's 
continuing because there are people, people in the back of the room who are 
introduced, the three of you in the front of the room, Ms. Brown, who's not 
here, who continue to put every ounce of their lifeblood into it to make sure 
this is the best possible. The outcome isn't just that we have the best possible 
system, the outcome is our students are receiving an education from the best 
possibly trained teachers, so thank you, thank you, thank you, it's really an 
amazing accomplishment for San Juan.

Speaker 11: Thank you very much.

Speaker 12: I also wanted to let you know that Sheri Thomas, who retired, is still so 
dedicated to this work that she came tonight.

Speaker 11: So, yay Sheri. And as I said to the students, I just heard Ms. Vasquez say, "They 
need to go home." As I said to the students, "We know how busy you are." And 
we know that you're going to be on sites with students, you will not offend us if 
you take your leave. We are now on item I-3, public hearing, Options for Youth, 
San Juan Charter School Renewal Petition. Mr. Kern.

Speaker 13: And I'm going to turn this over to Ms. Blagler, who will lead this conversation 
and introduce the folks from Options for Youth.

Speaker 14: Good evening, President Costa, Superintendent Kern and Ms. Cunningham, on 
October 23rd, Options for Youth San Juan submitted a Charter Renewal Petition 
to this board. The superintendent is recommending that the board hold the 
public hearing for Options for Youth San Juan Charter School Renewals Petition. 
We are joined tonight by Options for Youth San Juan's principal Justin Bodwin 
and Options for Youth director of district relations and program 
implementation, Sharon Booker-Brown. I'm sorry, I'm losing my voice.
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Sharon B.: Good evening, Board President Costa, board members, Superintendent Kern, 
Ms. Cunningham. I am Jocelyn Baldwin, the Principal of Options for Youth 
Charter School in San Juan. Along with other supporters of OFY tonight, you can 
just stand for a second, thank you. We have over 19 years of specialized 
experience in serving families in San Juan, it is with this wealth of knowledge 
that we bring expertise to the community, in serving underserved students that 
face trauma and societal disadvantages that can create barriers to access their 
education.

Sharon B.: We train our teachers and staff on trauma and foreign practices and work to 
create a positive environment. There we go, sorry. We train our teachers and 
staff on trauma and foreign practices in order to create a positive environment, 
where we see minimal student behavior issues, despite the 5.8% of our students 
that have previously had suspensions or expulsions. Our students come to us 
with for a variety of reasons, they're pregnant/parenting, they're credit 
deficient, foster youth, expelled, bullied, social anxieties.

Sharon B.: Many of our students come to us disenfranchised and disconnected to the idea 
they are worthy of an education. We have reengaged many students from 
despair to become vibrant members of our community. Every graduation, 
parents and students recount their struggles before finding OFY and tell us that, 
if they had not found us, their student would not be high school graduate. We 
were their hope in times of despair and we are proud to be a school of choice 
for the parents and students of this district. We know not all students fit the 
traditional model, just like not all students fit our independent study model and 
we look forward to working closely with the district to be able to provide the 
best educational environments for our families and our community.

Sharon B.: It is with great honor that we are able to work with students in the San Juan 
community. We know that many of our students come with significant gaps in 
their education and we have a challenge in catching them up to attain the skills 
they need to meet the requirements of high school graduation. Due to the 
highly transient nature of a large portion of our students, it's harder to 
accurately use annual assessments to measure academic growth from year to 
year. To address this issue, upon entry to our program, students are required to 
take Renaissance Star testing, a nationally recognized benchmarking instrument 
that measures our students' knowledge and skills, compared to that of their 
peers nationwide at the same time of the year.

Sharon B.: From this data, along with transcript reviews, we assess where our students' 
reading levels are and can customize their learning plan to best fit their needs. 
Because the majority of our incoming students are reading below or far below 
reading level, it's of no surprise that our [inaudible] reflect the gaps in education 
that our students have, that we are working every day to close with academic 
intervention programs.
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Sharon B.: As you may know, Aspect tests' results are also assigned to schools that may not 
have been the holder of that student at the time of testing. This flaw in the 
system, along with the transient nature of our students means we absorb many 
students along with their scores that we have never even met when they took 
that test. To reconcile this, we must take a closer look at the student growth 
percentile that we measure three times a year. If a student that was with us in 
October is still present with us in February, we can measure the amount of 
growth that they have experienced in that short time.

Sharon B.: We use this data to determine if our students are making gains in their 
education and share this information with parents two times a year. As a 
Dashboard Alternative School, Status Accountability or DAS school, due to the 
enrollment of over 78.2% non-duplicated student populations, we know our 
graduation rate does not look the best. However, as a DAS school, we are 
ensuring that there's accountability on our end to ensure students that enter 
the 12th grade have a good graduation rate within their cohort.

Sharon B.: Over 81% of our seabed seniors will either return on-track to a school of 
residence or complete their diploma with us. Considering the population that 
we serve, we feel that this is a good outcome that we are continuously 
challenging ourselves to increase annually. Our EL program, the bilingual 
scholars program, is one of our most successful programs in terms of student 
outcomes. Our reclassification rate for EL students is at 35.7%, which is above 
the average of district and state.

Sharon B.: We are honored to receive a community-based award, given by the Carmichael 
Chamber of Commerce. The Best School of Carmichael Award was given to us 
this spring, with recognition by Congressman Ami Bera, California State Senator 
Jim Nielsen, Assembly Ken Cooley and Sacramento County Board of Supervisor's 
Susan Peters. This was a Carmichael Community nominated and voted upon 
award. We are also the recipient of the Best Schools Award from U.S. News in 
2015, we are fully WASC and Advanced accredited and we had over 90 accepted 
to four-year university over the past five years.

Sharon B.: We've always viewed our relationship with the San Juan Unified School District 
as a partnership and one of the crown jewels of that relationship is our Summer 
School Program. During the economic downturn, many schools across the state 
and the community do not have the funding to run summer programs. We have 
created a very successful summer program that, over the past six years, has 
served over 5,800 additional students in the Sacramento region each summer, 
to help them achieve their academic goals.

Sharon B.: We carefully consult with the San Juan school counselors and our district liaison 
to ensure we're offering the courses that San Juan District students need to help 
their student either catch up on credits, allow flexibility in scheduling, or to 
allow more students to participate in music and sports programs at their 
traditional schools in the fall. We have heard from my parents and staff in the 
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district over the years that many of their students would not graduate on time 
or be able to participate in these opportunities if we were not there to help 
support our local schools with our summer program.

Sharon B.: We look forward to continue to partner with the district to find ways to help 
create opportunities for students in our community that may otherwise not be 
met. We know that not all students fit in the traditional model of education and 
hope that the board finds value in what we do have to offer this community. 
Not only with our regularly enrolled students, but with the students we serve 
together each summer.

Sharon B.: We want the board to know that we're here to build strong relationships with 
all stakeholders of this community, to ensure that we're providing the best 
opportunities for our students to thrive. We want to work together to reduce 
the dropout rates, increase the amount of students meeting the four-year 
cohort rates and provide a place that students with social anxieties or other 
behavioral issues can come to find a place where they can be successful. Here 
are a few words from one of our students, Ebti Bhavi.

Speaker 14: It was one of the best experiences of my life. All five made me find who I am and 
what I'm capable of. It made me feel that I can do anything on my own, which is 
the most amazing thing.

Sharon B.: The past 19 years have been full of successes and we look forward to serving 
our community if you so vote for another term of five years. Thank you for your 
time and your consideration.

Speaker 15: ... Take a public hearing and is now open for public comment. I have four cards 
for public comment, the first card, Joseph Scharf.

Joseph Scharf: Good evening, President Costa, board members and Superintendent Kern and 
Ms. Cunningham, my name is Joseph Scharf, or Joe if you would like and I am a 
sophomore at OFY. I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for 
allowing Options for Youth San Juan to be a school in your district. Before I went 
to OFY, I was going from middle school at Andrew Carnegie to Bella Vista High 
School. Yes, I had good times there, but I had lots of new things happening, 
really fast and it was a struggle. Before I was diagnosed with autism and mood 
disorders, I just seemed like a normal, average boy just having bad days at 
school, but going through the last week of school before spring break, I couldn't 
stand it there.

Joseph Scharf: The changes that everyone was going through made it hard to laugh and have 
fun, because now, it's gotten to the point where I didn't understand people's 
humor. I couldn't focus, I was failing every class, I didn't have fun and I got 
kicked out of my track team that I was doing. After having a meeting to discuss 
my problems, we decided to have me moved to a new school called Options for 
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Youth. I decided to try this school because my older sister went to OFY for 
summer school and liked the school.

Joseph Scharf: Beginning the new school was even harder for me to get used to. I have so many 
great things to say about the school. The teachers helped me every day, 
personally, to fit my needs and they are super flexible and kind so I can be the 
best and most successful student that I can be. They're like my dream teachers. I 
have seven different teachers and two psychologists in my school. I have a 
general ed teacher, a biology and English teacher with about 15-20 students in 
the class, two teachers in the same council and I have two special ed teachers 
that help me. The school has provided me many different ways to interact, 
whether [inaudible] socially and I am grateful for Options for Youth San Juan. 
Thank you.

Speaker 15: Thank you so much. Our next speaker is Carol Tyrell and she'll be followed by 
Calica Evie.

Carol Tyrell: Wow, Joe, that is so cool. Good evening President Costa, board members, 
Superintendent Kern, Ms. Cunningham. My name is Carol Tyrell and I stand 
before you as a proud parent of five children, three of which are students at 
Options for Youth Public Charter School. All right. Almost three years ago, by 
choice, I made the decision to evolve three of my children from traditional 
schools to Options for Youth Public Charter Schools. I found quickly that the 
programs available were suitable for all of my children's needs, their learning 
levels and also provided extra curricular desires for them as just a bonus.

Carol Tyrell: I would like to personally thank the San Juan Unified School District for having 
and continuing their wonderful program. I feel very lucky to have found this 
wonderful place of learning for my children. The student-to-teacher ratio is 
wonderful, my children have a close relationship with their teachers, their 
teachers know them, they know their needs and actually care about their 
success and their wellbeing.

Carol Tyrell: My 18-year-old son, Matthew, had the privilege to graduate from Options for 
Youth, sorry, earlier this year, and was honored to speak at his graduation 
ceremony. In his speech, he said, and I quote, "Behind every student is a team 
of teachers, staff and coaches, pushing and supporting you along the way, to get 
you to the next level." I would like to personally attest that that description is an 
understatement. OFY students are made to feel confident, encouraged, 
supported, challenged, rewarded, disciplined and especially, loved.

Carol Tyrell: The students of OFY know their teachers by name, they know their direct phone 
numbers, email addresses and ways to communicate with them. They know 
who to contact if they have a problem, they know who is helping them become 
prepared for their college experiences and they know exactly how many credits 
and units they have, at any given time. The educators at Options for Youth are 
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providing a solid foundation for their students to be prepared for adulthood and 
continued learning opportunities.

Carol Tyrell: I, personally, am forever grateful to the district for the support of a wonderful 
charter option for all students to take advantage of. There are so many children 
out there in this community that need the option for learning and to not feel 
left behind. It would shock me if any child ever felt left behind after 
experiencing their outstanding staff and well-organized curriculum. Thank you 
to the board for allowing me to share this experience with you.

Speaker 15: Thank you. Calica Evie?

Calica Evie: Good evening President Costa, board members, Superintendent Kern and Ms. 
Cunningham. My name is Calica Evie and I would like to take this opportunity to 
thank you for allowing Options for Youth San Juan to be a school in your district. 
I was a student at Options for Youth San Juan for three years, before graduating 
with my high school diploma in 2014. Because of Options for Youth, I was 
provided opportunities that other schools could not easily provide. This included 
access to higher education, OFY offers college tours, college application 
workshops, financial aid workshops and assisted in securing four-year 
scholarships, in which I have benefited from all of these services.

Calica Evie: College was never on my radar before Options for Youth. I did not have much 
direction and my family could not afford it. During my time at Options for Youth, 
I was inspired by the caring educators there. They truly wanted to make a 
positive difference in the lives of their students. This has inspired me to go into 
the teaching profession myself. With the help of OFY, I have graduated from Sac 
State in four years, debt free. Now, I am continuing my education to become 
one of them; an educator that strives for equity and social justice.

Calica Evie: OFY serves a diverse population of students who come from all walks of life and 
OFY serves our community well. I am so grateful for Options for Youth San Juan 
and I am so grateful that you allow them to stay in our district. Thank you.

Speaker 15: Thank you. Our last speaker is Zitier Gordon.

Zitier Gordon: Good evening President Costa, board members and Superintendent Kern and 
Ms. Cunningham. My name is Zitier, I am an 11th grader, I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank you for allowing Options for Youth San Juan to be in your 
school district. I began attending Options for Youth San Juan because I needed a 
flexible, understanding and safe environment for my academics. After 
attempting different alternative schooling, I found Options through an older 
cousin who was attending in the San Juan area.

Zitier Gordon: I was very scared at the time, of what the school would be like, with my extreme 
anxiety and seizures. I wasn't ready to be around large groups of people for 
hours every day. Options saved me from failing school, because other schools 
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didn't know or care how to be on their journey of learning how to tend to my 
individual needs. When I first started at school at Options, I was able to take a 
deep breath and stop shaking. I was able to talk to a teacher or a staff member 
and know that they were actually listening to me and valued my opinion, 
instead of just waiting to tell me something. I was given extreme flexibility and 
actual care with my coursework that could not be found anywhere else when I 
was ill.

Zitier Gordon: I was able to grow with Options and explore my curiosity without fear for the 
first time in years at that point. I attended all of their pathways programs and I 
made friends who were similar to me and had the same experiences that I did, 
something I had never had before. I grew from a quiet and frightened girl to a 
confident student who was always introducing herself to new students and even 
parents. Options for Youth San Juan has provided me a safe place to grow and 
mature with people who are as equally as invested in me as a caring family 
member would be. I am so grateful for Options for Youth San Juan. Thank you.

Speaker 16: When you were talking before, you were talking about students going back to 
their regular schools or could graduate. I would like a little bit of information on 
how you track your folks, and one of the things, I remember, related to 
graduation rates, was that not everybody is allowed to give credit for people 
who graduate and go back to their other school and you sound like you're able 
to do that. Can you talk about those two things, the tracking and how you get 
credit for graduation for those ones.

Sharon B.: Okay. So, how we track that would be using the CALPADS system, in 
determining whether students are going back to their districts or residence or 
another school. We track students after they leave our program through 
CALPADS and then we look at the 12th graders that are in our program, on 
seabed states and looking, that 81% comes from those students that are 12th 
graders at that point in time, because we get a lot of students from other 
schools that may already be 5th year seniors.

Sharon B.: Part of the DAS Accountability model system through the state is that we look at 
students on that seabed state and we look to see how many of them actually 
stay with us or return back to their traditional school at the appropriate credit 
level. If we look at a 12th grader that leaves our program in December and 
they're at the appropriate pace of what they should have, as far as credits, to go 
back to the traditional school, to graduate on pace with them, that's how we 
calculate that portion of it.

Speaker 16: [inaudible] Okay.

Sharon B.: Yeah, yeah, because of the alternative school models, we do accept so many 
students that are 19 years old, 20 years old that are still trying to get their high 
school diploma. So, that's part of the reason that we went onto the DAS 
Accountability model, is because of that.
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Speaker 16: Thank you. I see that on the dropout rates, you put percentage and then high 
school, middle school. How many students do you serve?

Sharon B.: Currently, we're at about 1,000 students right now, but we fluctuate throughout 
the year. Throughout the year, we may see around 2,000, 2,500 students-

Speaker 16: Wow.

Sharon B.: Because, like I said earlier about the transient nature of our student population, 
it's very fluid, we've got kids coming in and out of the program every day.

Speaker 16: And that includes the middle school?

Sharon B.: Correct.

Speaker 16: Good, good, okay. Do you know what percentage of that is maybe high school?

Sharon B.: What percentage of-

Speaker 16: You said you have 1,000 to 2,000 students, of that, how many-

Sharon B.: Oh, how many are in the high school versus the middle school?

Speaker 16: Right, right.

Sharon B.: The middle school program is about, I want to say about 80 students. No, sorry, 
thinking of different locations, four different locations, I'm trying to think, in 
each one of them. I'd say approximately about 150 students are about that 
middle school piece and the rest of them are in high school. I could get further 
numbers, but that's ballpark.

Speaker 16: Okay, thank you.

Speaker 17: I want to thank particularly the people who offered testimony about their 
experience at Options for Youth, but I did want to note that, and you guys have 
been fantastic partners and we just noted that you have an enrollment of about 
1,000 people and, from my perspective, that's 1,000 students that the public 
school system didn't serve well. So, that's a challenge for us, I view that as a 
challenge for us to rise to. To have to go to a different setting to get appropriate 
behavioral health services and that kind of thing, I view that as a flaw in our 
system. But, in the meantime, I wanted to say thank you and I'm glad you're 
there to serve and create that community, so that these individuals can find an 
educational home, but in the meantime, we'll strive to do better, so that, 
ideally, our public education system serves the needs of every student.

Sharon B.: Thank you.
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Speaker 11: We look forward to having you back in December.

Sharon B.: Thank you very much, have a good night.

Speaker 11: Thank you. And we're at item I-4, San Juan Choices Charter Schools salary 
increase for 2018/19, Miss. Flagler and Mr. Oddo.

Speaker 18: Okay, thank you. The Superintendent is recommending that the board discuss a 
request from San Juan Choices Charter School to increase counselor salaries and 
to provide one-time off-schedule payment. Choices Charter School asked to 
move forward with a 1.8% salary increase to the teachers' salary schedule and a 
1.6% increase for management and classified employees salary schedules. We 
are joined tonight by the director of Choices Charter School, Tony Oddo, who is 
available to answer any questions you might have.

Speaker 11: Questions from the board. Your item was very thorough and we understood it, 
so thank you very much, we'll see you back for action in December.

Speaker 18: Thank you.

Speaker 19: Thank you. [inaudible]

Speaker 11: Is it the will of the board to have it on consent? Okay. Thank you very much, we 
will come back on consent. We are at item I-5, set annual organizational 
meeting. This meeting is to be held Tuesday, December 11th at 6:30, for us to 
do our committee assignments and all of the positions on the board. So, with 
that, is there a motion to set the annual organizational meeting for December 
11th at 6:30 PM? It was actually moved by Dr. McKibbin, so, we'll second it by 
Ms. Vasquez, all those in favor, please say, "Aye." Aye, that was unanimous. Are 
there any items to be added to future agenda items? With that, we do not need 
to move back to closed session, we are going to adjourn with great thanks to 
our colleague Mr. Pollo. Thank you very much.
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